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,[lsyxcTa,ivdtHaR MOAem. HCDYCKaHHJI OYCTPIIIX qacTHQ 
B CTOJDCHOBeHHJIX TDe.JJYX HOHOB 

Hcnom.3yg TpaeKTOPHYIO MOAem. Bepqa, MW KOMOHHHPYeN ABS 
t03uqeCKH pa3nuqH111X no~OA,a K OOHCaHHIO HCoYCKaHHR 0YCTIJIIX 
qacTHQ, B paHHeA CT~ MY paccqHTIIIBaeM HCnyCKAHHe qac~ 
B Ayxe MexaHH3Ma tePMHeBCKHX CTpyA. B nocne~eA CT8AIDI, 
nocne o0pa30BaHHR meAKH, npeAOonaraeTCR HCDYCKaHHe H3 OwcTpo 
pacmup~eAcs ropgqeA 30HJ,1 OTHOCHTem»Ho Oom.moro Haqam.Horo 
pa3Mepa, KOTOpaR CHm.HO aHHSOTponHa B HMOYm.CHOM npocTpaHCTBe. 
PaccqHTaHY AB~A"4141epeHQHaJD,HYe ceqeHHR Aliff HCDYCKaHHR 
npeApaBHOBeCHYX HeATpOHOB, He BBOAR CBOOOAHIIIX napaMeTpOB, Mbl 
nonyqaeM 38NeqaTem.Hoe COBOSAeHHe C 3KCnepHICeHTOM, 

PaOoTa BblOOnHeHa B naOopaTOPHH TeopeTuqecKoA tH3HKH OHJIH. 

npe1q111■T OCh.e,IDl■ ... oro ■HC'IIITYT& -...p- ■ccneaoumdl • .llJCJ■- 1915 
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A Two-Stage Model for Fast Particle Emission 
in Heavy-Ion Collisions 
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Using Bertsch's TDHF-motivated trajectory model we com
bine two physically distinct approaches to describe fast par
ticle emission. In the early stage we calculate particle emis
sion in, the spirit of the Fermi-jet mechanism. In the later 
stage, after neck formation, particles are assumed to be emit
ted from a rapidly expanding hot zone of appreciably large 
initial dimension, which is strongly anisotropic in 1D01Dentum 
space. We calculate absolute double-differential cross secti
ons for preequilibrium neutron emission and obtain a remar
kable agreement with experimental data without introducing 
free parameters. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR, 
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I 1. Introduction and Motivation 

I In recent yeara exteneiTe experiaental inTeetigetione haTe 
been deToted to the emission of nonevaporat1Te feat particles froa 1 
heeTy-ion reactions et incident energies •ell aboTe the Coul011b bar- 1 
rler (ct., e.g.

111 
end references cited therein). A nrtety of theo- 1 

reticel ■odela based on nry dlfferant physical eestaptlone have I 

been developed end more or leH eucceHtully applied to analyze (■ost1 
ly inclus1Te) experimental data. If restricting consideretion to fast, 
nucleon e■iseion only, theH modela cen be classified according to 
their assumptions on the role of t•o-body nucleon-nucleon collisions. 
In the rotettng hot spot mode112◄1, t•o-body collisions are i■pl1-
c1tly assumed to dominate the raactlon, 1.e. to produce a short •an 
free path (DP) and • short relaxation ti■e leading to tbe formation 
ot a static, locally excited region that atetiatlcal e■itte pertlc
les. In prec011pound (exciton) ■odela 15➔1, the equillbl'lltlon pro
cess •hlch le goTerned by ho-body collisiona ls explicitly folla.ed 
in ti■e •1th a certain probability for emission from each of the 
intel'lll8diate states. Direct knockout models/10/ aasume a single t.o
•body collision to be the source of none,uilibrium nucleons. In the 
modela of proapt e■itted particles (PBP) 11- 15/ the role of the 
collisions ls 1■pl1c1tely aesuaed to be the source of the •an field 
in •hlch the nucleons move quaeifreely. The treatment of ~article emia-1 
■ion in the fre11111Work of dissipative diabetic d:,nem1ce1 6{ in tbe 
mean-field aodel of1171 as •ell ae in the fully self-coneletent 
tiae-dependent Rartree-Pock approxi■ation (i'DHP) l 19, 191 in certain 
respects can be considered as quantum •chantcal analogues of the 
claeelcal PEP-model. 

Any of the •an-field models yields angular distributions of 
the fast particles •hlch are stronger peeked about tlN bee■ direc
tion then one obeerYee in experiaent (ct.117•201). lloreoTer, for 
a,-trlc •:,ate• they •ould predict a pronounced fo:n.erd-bacnerd 
peeking of the o.a. angular dhtrlbutione due to tbe large trane
peranc:, inherent in thees aodela. 'ftlis prediction 1• in di•gree•nt J ; 
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with recent experimental data on light symmetric (or nearly symmet
ric) systems like 12c + 12c, 160 + 12c which exhibit nearly isotro
pic angular distributions at energies from 85 MeV/A down to at 
least 25 MeV/A 121 - 231. On tho other hand, moving-source "models" 
that effectively· (if understood literally) are close to the oppo
site extrem (hot spot, or fireball picture), work well in a wide 
range of incident energies and projectile-target combi~ations 11 •201 • 
If extreme forward angles are excluded, the fitted values of source 
temperatures are smoothly increasing functions with energy, whereas 
the source velocities are close to half the beam velocity above the 
Coulomb'barrier. Somewhat enhanced cross sections at very forward 
angles indicate the presence of direct (or prompt) emission at the 
very early stage of the collision and can approximately be descri
bed by PEP-models or a more involved direct reaction theory. 

It is intriguing that even more exclusive experiments on fast 
particle emission can be quantitatively understood by taking into 
account translational as well ee rotational motion of e statistically 
emitting source and - for light systems - recoil effects/23 •241 • 

To a large extent the statistical character of the above experi
mental findings ie, of ~ouree, connected with en experime~tal averag
ing over a huge number of microscopic channels. Thia seems to allow 
one to use theoretical concepts containing statistical elements from 
the outset. instead of trying to develope en appropriate microscopic 
scattering theory and to average over the final results in order to 
compare with experiments. The problem is to clear up the interplay 
bet~een mean-field.dynamics and residual interactions without ad hoc 
assumptions. Corresponding information can be extracted from very 
recent numericai solutions of the Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (VUU) 

equation in three spatial dimensions 125- 281 as well as from a series 
of one-dimensional studies of slab collisions in TDHF' including a 
collision term (ETDHF') / 29-32/; . 
i) Part of the nucleons escape without having had a collision 

(PEP, and slipped-through projectile- or target-like fragments 
in the case of light systems). Its number exponentially decrea
ses with increasing target diameter. An upper limit of the MPP 
of 2.6 fm at 85 11.eV/A has been deduced 1287. 

ii) Moat of the particles are emitted from a mid-rapidity system 
(formed with mostly multiple-scattered nucleons) that shows almost 
isotropic emission pattern 1281. 

111) Un:tortunately, the formation of that source baa not been stu
died in detail in/25- 281• However, a mean collision number per 
nucleon of about twenty in the first roughly 10-22a in such a 

t~11H irncn_ 6;-.-yr ' 
f . .!n:2lI r.:c ::~m,s:1uut 

6~'iSJii1 :(;1·~~~-( ;~ 
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iv) 

small system like ~60 + 12c at 25 MeV/A has been quoted/271• Hen
ce, the mean collision time appears to be much smaller than 
10-2?s. For the same system it has been .established that partic
les are emitted from the overlap region as well as from the 
other parts of the nuclei1271• This means that the emitting 
'!source" should have an effective spatial extent not smaller than 
the dimension of such a light system. 
Additional information on the early stage of the collision can 
be extracted from 1291: Shortly after contact a slight compres-
sion occurs in the overlap zone. The density "front" remains re
lativel; stable in shape and moves with about sound velocit/33/ 
towards the outer ends of the slabs. The compressed region~ 
thermalized, and in a good lowest-order approximation one can 
speak about a temperature front which coincides with the density 
front (cf. Fig. 6 of 1291 up to t = 2•10-22s). Although this 
rapidly expanding "hot zone" (HZ) is characterized by a tempera
ture field, it is far from overall statistica.l equilibrium since 

· the internal parallel pressure (along the collision axis) sub
stantially exceeds the pressure in transverse directions. When 
the HZ has extended over the whole volume. both pressure compo
nents come close together. One could argue that these properties 
are simply caused by the relaxation-time-approximation for the 
collision term used in 1291. HOl'l~:ver, in a recent. paper 1321 
this point has been investigated and a reasonable agreement with 
a more involved treatment of the collisions l 34I could be est~b~ 
lished. 

In the present paper we propose a phenomenologicaJ model for the 
description of fast nucleon emission which combines two basically 
distinct mechanisms. The underlying physical picture is motivated 
by the above statements. At the early stage of the reaction, when 
the nuclei have only a small spetial overlap and the nucleonic mo
mentum distribution is still close to two overlapping Fermi-spheres, 
we calculate particle emission in the framework of a certain modifi
cation of the classical PEP-model. At the later stage, after neck 
formation and disappearance of the single-particle potential barrier 
betw!'e)'l the nuclei, we consider emission from a rapidly expanding, 
hot, and highly-anisotropic zone of appreciably large_initial dimen
sion that does not contradict with IIIFP ar7-ents. The basic diffe
rences of our HZ-picture from that of 135 are: 

1) We account for a coordinate- and time-dependent mean-velocity 
field in the· local Fermi distribution function of the HZ. As 
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.a consequence, for asymmetric systems, we get forward-peaked 
angular distributions in the c.m. system (instead of backward
-peaked as in 1351 ) which are nearly isotropic in a system 
moving with half' the beam velocity above the Coulomb barrier. 
For symmetric systems we get nearly isotropic.angular distri
butions, even st incident energies as small as 10 MeV/A. 

ii) We fix the initial radius of the HZ from MPP-arguments, and 
from recent results of proton-proton correlation measure
ments at small relative angles. The value we shall use throu
ghout this paper (3.6 fm) is even larger than the sharp-sur
face radius of tho compound nucleus 24ug formed, e.g. in a 
12c + 12c collision (3.32 fm). 

iii) In the sense of a lowest-order approximation to the ETDHP-re
sults described above we postulate a temperature front moving 
with sound velocity outwards and, to some extent, neglect heat 
diffusion between the HZ and the could zone (CZ). In this pic
ture the relaxation time t' for the colliding system is given 
by the time which the front needs to reach the outer end of 
the larger interaction partner. 

iv) At least at the first (PEP) stage we treat the friction force 
and particle emission in a consistent way starting from the 
nucleon flux between· the ions. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Sects. 2,3, and 4 we des
cribe the trajectory model, the PEP-model, and.the HZ-model, respec
tively. Sect. 5 deals with a comparison with experimental data and 
a discussion of incident-energy and projectile-mass-number depen
dences of fast neutron emission. 

In a subsequent paper 1361 we test our model against recent 
correlational measurements. 

2. Dynamics of the Collision 

'1'he re-lative motion of the colliding ions is followed within 
a classical collision model / 37/ which reflects the bulk dynamics 
of realistic TDHF calculations. 

The geometry of the model is that of three touching circles 
representing the two nuclei and a joining neck (Fig. 1). Only two 
of the three collective variables r, rneck' and care .independent 
due to a simple geometrical relation between them and the nuclear 
sharp-surface radii Ri~1.15•A{/3. The neck evolution is given by 

c .. a./c (1) 
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~• Geometry of the Bertsch model 

in the approach phase, and 

rnecl< = - /3 t'L (2) 

in the rebound phase of the collision. Here rL denotes the longi
tudinal component of the relative velocity of the two mass centers. 

. The classical equation of motion for the relative coordinate r con
tains Coulomb, bulk, and surface forces. Some deviation of the Cou
lomb force from that of two point .charges is taken into account in 
the rebound phase (two spheres plus a joining cylinder). The surface 

force is written as .. 
~ = 2.1T o ~ rne,K (J) 

with 6' being the surface tension. Before neck formation, instead 
of i; , the Bass force is included. The bulk force is determined by 

the windOl'I formula 

• 3 2. 
n = ::;r f. VF 7T r,,ec.1< (4) 

describing the one-sided particle flux'through the window area in 
the Fermi gas model ( §)

0
= 0.16 fm-3, V,: =0.28c). Before neck forma

tion the static parametrization of /JS/ for the tunneling· flux is 
used instead of (4). Memory effects are approximately included by re
tarding the time argument of the radial velocity entering the bulk 
force. In accordance with TDHF calculations neck formation is assu
med to occur 9 fm/c after the potential radii (1.25 AI/3) touch. We 

adopt the standard parameter set of /37/: cl-= 0.04 fm/c, (3 a 1/J, o a 
-2 . 1 MeV fm • Details of the model and extensive comparisons with ex-

perimental data as well as with TDHF results can be found in137 •39I. 
. In the present paper we use a slightly-modified version/Jg/ of 

the 1!10del. While in the original version/37/ the particle flux between 
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the ions has a discontinuity at the instant at which the neck opens 
(due to different expressions used for ,i before and after), we for
mally enforce continui~y by using the maximum value of the tunnel 
flux, reached before switching over to (4), until (4) yields a lar
ger value. In any case this modification concerns only a very small 
ti.me interval. It prevents, hooever, the friction force from being 
attractive for some instants during the approach phase which would 
happen for asymmetric systems and higher incident energies. 

For a given incident energy and impact parameter, we start the 
numerical iteration of the equations of motion at an initial distan
ce r( t =0) = 1.25 ·cAf 3 + Af3> + 4 fm assuming a pure Coulomb tra
jectory for t < o. We neglect any influence of particle emission on 
the trajectory. In 1151 this has been checked to be a good approxi
mation. 

Finally we quote some trajectory results concerning the reac
tions investigated in this paper: For the system 20Ne + 181 Ta, Elab= 
= 180 MeV we obtain fusion for initial angular momenta up to 72 l't, 
a deep inelastic behaviour from 73 b to 87 ti, while for L ~ 88 b no 
neck appears (quasielaatic collisions). For the 20Ne + 165Ho system 
we find a critical angular momentum for fusion of 85 n compared to a 
value of 95 b determined experimentally 1201• Since from the measu
red cross sectiono for evaporation residues (ER) it follows that 
above L ::: 60 l't fission occurs after fusion for all bombarding ener
gies considered· in 1201 , we shall use this value as the upper limit 
in the L -integration when comparing our model predictions with the 
data on fast neutrons in coincidence with ER. 

J. The PEP-Model 

Since PEP-models have been extensively described in the liters~ 
ture 111 - 151 we concentrate on the specific features of our version 
only. The cross section for PEP emission is given by 1111 

I f ( .. f + ... .. -cl.I?\. 6:::2TT)bJb dt)'JA cl~Q f(Vq) jA(Vi,) e (5) 

Integration over time t , impact parameter b , window area A, and 
velocity Vq of the nucleons in the donor nucleus are involved. The 

_., ....... ➔ 
velocity of a nucleon with Vq in the donor is V1, = Vq +r in the 
recipient. The velocity distribution function f is taken to be a zero
-temperature Fermi distribution. The exponential factor in (5) desc
ribes absorbtion with d being the distance traversed by the pros
pective PEP inside the recipient, and-~ being the nucleon MFP. We 
calculate i\ froin the imaginary pert of the optical nucleon-nucleus 
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potential like in 111 •14 •151 • Also the usual escape conditions are 
applied. 

Opposite to other PEP-models we calculate the local one-sided 
➔ .. .. 

flux jA(v.) through a given surface element dA in a way, more 
consistent with the evaluation of' the friction force. We achieve this 
by requiring its no:nnelizetion to the total flux n (tunnel flux or 
eq.(4) before end after neck formation, respectively) at each ins-
tent: 

f .. s ➔ -+ ~ .. • dA clvq f(vq)JA(v~)=n. (6) 

Except the time-dependent normalization constant defined by (6), the 
.. ➔ p 

velocity spectrum of jA is given by the product vb where P 
stands tor the tunnelling probability of a nucleon through the sing
le-particle barrier between the nuclei. 

After neck formation, when the barrier is assumed to vanieh, we 
put Pa1. The window area over which integration in (5), (6) has to 

2. be performed simply coincides with the neck area 1T r nec1< in this 
case. Although we allow the nucleons to emanate from any point of the 
window, we do not consider sidewards emission directly through the 
neck (circle of radius c in Fig. 1) as it hes been done in 115I. 
Due to the small transverse spatial extent of the neck, it seems to 
us that with this respect the assumption of an unperturbed Fermi 
distribution is questionable (even at the early stage of the colli
sion). Moreover, such particles are not seen in self-consistent 
mean-field theories. 

Before neck formation we use an approximate analytical expres
sion for P obtained in the following way: We assume the barrier to 
be the sum of two Woods-Saxon potentials centered at relative dis-

- ll tance I"' and characterized by the half-density radii R; = R; - !, / R; 
( R; - sharp-surface radii), the diffuseness parameter b = 0.7 fm, 
and a depth of Vo = -45 MeV. Then, for nucleons tunnelling along the 
axis joining the centers of the nuclei, we have to calculate the 
probability P(v,s) with s = Y' - R. - R2. and· v being the ve-
locity of the incoming nucleon re1ative to the barrier. Using the 
Hill-Wheeler formula for a parabolic fit to the assumed barrier 
we get 

)- 1 
P(v,s - [ 1 + expf 2.rr('Vo - i1 v2.)/wJ] (7) 

with 

Vo= 1\/41 t.qnh (s/4-b), 

8 

I 
W = f !;, /Voltanh ( S 14-b) /[ 2b cosh (s /4 b)]. 

In (7), for nucleons which do not move along the symmetry axis, 
we use the actual distance s ~ .S which they traverse between the 
spheres of radii R; but do not account for the corresponding effec
tive increase in the diffuseness. :Furthermore, we put v=/vq+ tfrl 
since the barrier moves with approximately half the relative velo
city ?' towards the donor nucleus. Hence, 

; ... ➔ P(I... .., "' ) JA (V1,) rv Vb Vq + 1;1" ,.SA > (8) 

where the index A indicates that for a given s the distance s 
depends on the surface element cl.A from which the particle emanates. 

,,.,, . .. .:. 
Of course, SA also depends on the direction of v" + f r . The 
surface area for integration in (5), (6) is assumed to be perpen
dicular to the axis joining the mass centers and tangential to the 
sharp surface of the donor nucleus. As in 1111 we assume that it 
linelfl'ly increase from zero at t: = O to the area of the neck when 
it just opens. Note that this value is nonzero 137 ,391. Due to the 
nomalization (6) our results are not' sensitive to other possible 
definitions of the window area at the early stage. 

In all calculations presented bel01~ we account for·botb pro-
jectile- and ta;get-like PEP. · 

The (time-dependent) transformation of the differential proba
bility of emitted particles in t_he instantaneous rest system of the 
recipient to the laboratory (c.m.) system is performed by using the 
approximate expression for the Jacobian which bas been derived in -
/

1
4/ for the velocities being bracketed by discrete bins~ 

Since we deal in this paper only with neutron emie_sion, the 
cross section for projectile- and target-like PEP are reduced by the 
neutron-to-mass-number ratio N/A of' the corresponding donor nucleus. 
We neglect isospin corrections114/ for the corresponding Fermi velo-
cities V,c: and use VF =0.28c. _ 

We conclude this section with some illustrative discussions. 
Fig. 2 shows the single-particle potential barrier between two col
liding nuclei along the symmetry axis as a function of- s. For any 
s the top of the barrier has. been shifted to X =0. For the 2
~e + 

165
Ho system at Elab = 220 MeV and zero impact the following 

relations are met: S =5.31 fm - situation at t =O; S =1.31 fm -

the potential radii touch; s =0.47 fm - the sharp-surface radii 
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Pig. 2. Single-particle potential~• Angle-integrated c.m. 
barrier between the col- energy spectrum of neut-

liding nuclei. Por details, see ron PEP's in the reaction 
text. 12c +158Gd. Full lines: present 

paper; dashed lines: results of 
/11/. 

touch; S ., 0.26_ - the neck appears; S <" 0 - the barrier is assumed 
to be vanished, i.e. P;; 1. The hatched region marks the situations 
which contribute to what we call the first (PEP-) stage of the re
action. For smeller s we apply our HZ-model as described in the · · 
next section. Only for some comparative purp_oses we also perform 
full PEP-calculations. 

_ In Pi,. J we compare such a calculation with the corresponding 
results of 111. Our cross sections-are systematically smeller by 
factors up to 1. 7. We relate this deviation mainly to the different 
evaluation of the one-sided flux. The shapes of our calculated angu
lar distributions are, however, rather close to those of 1111. 

4. The Hot-Zone Model 

We now describe our phenomenological HZ-model to be applied 
after the neck has appeared in the corresponding trajectory calcu
lation. In quasigrazing collisions, where no neck appears, this 
stage is missed and only direct (PEP) emission is allowed. The aim 
of the model is to mimick the mid-rapidity source observed in VUU
calculations and usually described by a moving thermal source. 

4.1. The initial state of the HZ 

It is out of the scope of this paper to give a dynamical desc
ription of the formation of the HZ. Thie problem can only be atta
cked in more involved approaches like VUU or ETDHP. There are, ho
wever, soma arguments, which together with the statements of Sect. 1 
allow one to fix an appropriate initial state of the HZ: 

HI 

l 
I 

First, we discuss trajectory results for 20Ne 
220 MeV, L = Ob with this respect. At t = 41 fm/o 
energy lose due to friction is 41.5 MeV. Prom this 

165 
+ Ho, Elab= 
(neck opens) the 
energy, 69% (97%) 

have been dissipated during a time interval .11 t: as small as 9 fm/c 
(20 fm/c). A nucleon moving at this time from one nucleus to the 
other (otherwise it does not contribute to friction) with velocity 

V ( V;€V,..,al{ ~VF +r(to-{.1.H.) ~ O. J9c,r~0.11c) passes a 
distance of .AX :S J. 5 fm (7 .a fm) in the neck region. Hence, classi
cally speaking, at t: t:o nucleons which ·have contributed to energy 
dissipation are inside a 13patial re_gion of diameter 7+8 fm surroun
ding the neck - even if there are no two-body collisions. Since the 
nucleon MFP estimated in a realistic geometry for colliding ions at 
incident energies from 10 to about 50 MeV/A is as small ~s 4 + 5 fm 
/ 4o/, it is likely that those nucleons exhibit on the average 1 + 2 
collisions up to time t O ~ This does not contradict the VUU-result 
(cf. Sect. 1) of the mean collision time being much less than 10-22s 
(~JO fm/c). Note further that the time intervals· .11t- are comparable 
to the characteristic time ? for the diffuse edges of the nuclei 
to pass through each other: t ~ 2bl r ~ 15 fm/c. Hence, in the 
early stage (t 0 -dt ~ t;S t 0 ) two-body collisions occur mainly, 
in the region of the overlapping surfaces, where Pauli blockin1 is 
effectively reduced due to the smeller local Fermi momenta 140 • More
over, it may be important to note that effects not con_sidered in/40/ 
could yield an additional effective decrease of the MFP: The influ
ence of the random Fermi motion/41/ (less pronounced in N-A scatter
ing}, the "prior" Pauli effect/ 4 t/ (not present at all in rr-A scat
tering), and other effects not connected with the short-range part 
of the nucleon-nucleon interaction 142/. · 

Since it has been found in / 43 , 44/ that 1 + 2 collisions are 
sufficient to bring a nucleonic system close to equilibriwri, the 
above estimates do not contradict the assumption that at t:. =io we 
find a nearly thermalized spatial zone of radius J + 4 fm. At h_igher 
incident energies, similar rel!fults are obtained. (smaller At, t , but 
larger vmax' hence, nea_rly unchanged AX). 

Second, we briefly recall some recent results concerning effec
tive source radii extracted from proton--proton correlation •measure
ments at small relative angles, and incident energy of 25 MeV/A 
145•461• While the observed correlations for 160 + 12c, 27Al can be 
described by a statistical calculation which- incorporates the thermal 
emission of particle-unstable 2He nuclei from the compound nucleus 
1411 , this process is suppressed in the 160 + 197Au reaction.by the 
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Coulomb barrier and the lower temperature 146 •471 • In the latter case 
an effective source radius of r0 ~ 4 fm has been extracted/45 •461 • 
The observed correlation function which rapidly increases with the 
sum energy of the protons 1461 possibly indicates an increase of the 
source radius in time since the fastest particles are expected to be 
emitted in the early stage. The corresponding correlations tor the 
12 · C target are nearly independent of the proton sum energy. In the 
27Al case the situation is similar, however, a slight increase of 
the.correlation function at largest sum energies may indicate a link 
of the results for the lightest and heaviest targets considered. The 
value r0 ~ 4 fm is larger than the radius of the compound _nucleus 
for the lightest of ~hose systems and, consequently, the results on 
p-p correlations agree with the corresponding VUU-results {cf. Sect. 
1). The extracted r0 value has to be understood as an upper limit 
by two reasons: A zero life time of the source has been assumed, and 
the measured correlations represent.a time-average over the expand
ing source. We conclude that an initiai radius of the HZ somewhat 
smaller than 4 fm would not contradict the experimental findings and 
agrees with the above estimates. Finally, we quote an argument based· 
on estimates of the relaxation time t for the· ·colliding system. The 
simplest (but not thil worst) estimate is .'t"" 2 R /VF ( R. - radius 
of the heavier reaction partner). On the other hand, in our model, 
it turns out to be the time needed by the temperature front to reach 
the outer surface of the heavier nucleus,' i.e. 'i::[2R-Rua.Ct.)J/v5 , 

v5 = 0.2c being the sound velocity. Combining both estimates we get 

RH~ (t. 0 ): 2R ( -1 - Ys/V,=) (9) 

165 . 181 which yields J.6 fm for Ho and J.7 fm for Ta. Without taking 
(9) too 'seriously, we shall use 

Rwi (to)= 3. 6fm {10) 
throughout in this paper. We have checked that the final results 
(double-differential cross sections) do not drasti~ally change if 
enlargening or lowering that value by 0.5 fm. Then, the largest de
viati~ns - up to a factor of 2 - appear for the highest energies of 
the particles emitted in forward directions •. Por lighter targets 
we would prefer to apply the modal (if at all) with (10) instead of. 
{9), since this would agree with. the' 'VUU-results concerning light 
systems discussed in Sect~ 1, whi.le ·{9) w·~uld yi~ld too small ini
tial HZ.radii (1.5 fm tor 12c, 2 fm for 27AI). The latter probably 
reflects the fact that the picture of a sharp temperature front is 
lees applicable in the case of light nuclei. 
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We determine the initial excitation energie!l of the HZ and the 
cold zone {CZ) from the work that has been done by the friction force 
~ along. the trajectory up to t =to , and the "preheating" of the 

whole system E:,. ( to) due to those prospected PEP•s which have 
been reabsorbed in the nuclei: 

rU.J 

E:ZCi.)= -J ~(r)olr - [ 1 -VH!(to)/V(t.)]E;,eCt.a) {11) 
t-00 

E;
1 

(i.) = E;,0 (io) \{i!(t.)/V(i.) {12) 

with Vc! + Vue= V being the total volume of the system. The 
corresponding temperatures TH~ ( t.,) , Tc"!. ( -f;.,) are defined from 
{11), {12) using level density parameters Qn{t

0
)=An,Ct.)/8 , and 

aH~(to)=rr
2
Anilt.)/4 EF with a constant d,ensity S"o= 

0.16 fm-
3

, and calculating the partial volumes according to the ge
ometry of the system (see Pigs. 7,9 below). Some remarks are in or
der: First, we neglect the density dependence of the Fermi energy 
E F as well as of the. particle number A Hi: eince we h~ve no dyna

mical equation tor the time-dependence of the HZ-density $'Hz• On the 
other hand s>H! enters into fhe final results on particle emission 
essentially only through the jHi. -dependence of TH'i. It can easi
ly be shown that for given V,,~ and E•H! in the Fermi gas model 

- 1/6 
Twt "- ~H~ , i.e. the density dependence of the temperature can 
be neglected for 10 - JO% initial compression which is seen, e.g. 
in TDHP calculations for incident energies of a few tens of 'MeV/A. 
Second, there is some ambiguity in the homogeneous deposition of 
Ep,e at t = t.: On the one hand, we have argued above that even 

the fastest nucleons cannot leav~ the HZ-region up to time to {scat
tered or unscattered ). on the .other hand, PEP1 s are calculated at 
the early stage as if they would have been emitted or absorbed du
ring t ~ t • • This apparent contradiction is due to the fact that 
in none of the PEP-models, including ours, the time delay bet~een· 
passing through the window and being emitted has been taken into 
account. Actually, the particles leaving the prospected HZ-region 
unscattered are emitted at t ~ t 0 • Note, however, t_hat the second 
term in {11) amounts only to a few percent of the first one and that 
Tc?. , Efte 1!: have no influence at all on the results ~n particle 
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emission. Also the omission of PEP 1s in the energy balance (11),(12) 
can be checked to bes good approximstinn, since in any of th~ cases 
considered below their multiplicity is smaller than 0.25 in the first 
stage. 

4.2. Temperature evolution of the HZ 

We simplify the time evolution of the temperature field obtained 
in 1D-ETDHF cslculstions/291 by assuming a sharp temperature front 
expanding radially with sound velocity Vs =0.2c. Compared to those 
results this seems to be a good lowest-order approximation which pro
bably can be explained by the high nonlinearity of the ·ETDHF equa
tions present also in any self-consistent theory. Note that, e.g., 
the relative stability.of the compression front (until it reaches 
the outer surfaces) observed also in realistic TDHF calculations 
should be of similar origin. Thia is a nontrivial fact owing to the 
MFP usually said to be large. In any nonlinear theory the MFP is, 
however, nots well-defined quantity. 

Without solving an equation for beat diffusion b_etween the HZ 
and the CZ, we partially account for it in a simplified way: The CZ 
is further heated up by particles being emitted from the HZ-surface 
inside the nuclei and subsequently absorbed .in the CZ _(described like 
the "preheating" in the PEP-atage).Furthermore, if the HZ-radius has 
increased by cl R He , we subtract ( E~"l /¼i) cl Vn from E ~ ~ and 

add it to E~i. Here d Vc ~ = ol VH!: !3tsnda for the corresponding 
decrease (increase) of the. CZ (HZ) volume. 

The main mechanism governing the temperature evolution of the 
HZ are, however, the further increase of the HZ-volume (cooling) and 
the further accumulation of ene

0

rgy due to friction (like· in ( 11 )). 
We also take into account the additional cooling due to neutron 
emission by lowering the actual excitation energy of the HZ by the 
particle energy above Ep multiplied by the corresponding dirferen
tial multiplicity. In the cases considered below this depletion 
has, however, been found to play a negligible role. 
. In Fig. 4 the time evolution.of the excitation energies of both 
zones is shown for central collisions of the 20Ne + 165Ho system at 
two incident energies (220, and 402 MeV). Before neck formation 
( t < to = 41 fm/c, and 27 fm/c, respectively) only the preheating 
excitation energy e;,e£t) is shown which we deposite at t.:fo 
according to (11),(12). Due to the rapid decrease of 'lc'l, E~~ ra
pidly decreases. The HZ-excitation energy increases further for t >t. 
up to the turning point followed by a slight decrease. The latter is 
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Fi~ Time evolution of the "preheating"-,~. 
HZ-, and CZ-excitation energies for 

HZ-temperature 
evolution'for 

the same system as in 
Fig. 4. central 20Ne +165Ho reactions at 402 MeV 

(full lines) and 220 MeV (dashed lines) bom
barding energy. Crosses and the end points 
of the ·lines mark the turning point, t 0 , 

and t' , respectively. 

mainly connected with the time-retarded friction force which is still 
repulsive for a certain time interval after the turning point, and 
to s leas extent with depletion due to emission. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the corresponding HZ-temperature evolutions. 
The shoulder srround (t - t 0 ) = 20 fm/c is s result of the interplay 
between expansion and energy accumulation: After the front having re
ached the center of the Ho nucleus the rate of change of the HZ-vo
lume is smaller than at the· early stage (cf. Fig. 7) while still a 
substantial dissipation takes place. Note that the initial temperatu
res (which mainly determine the high-energy tails of the spectra) are 
close to the values extracted from a moving source fit.for the same 
reactions 'in / 20/ (4.5 ! 0.3 MeV and. 8.6 ! 0.3 MeV, respectively). 

Fi~ Time-dependence of THz for ~iffe-
rent initial angular moments for 

the 20Ne + 181Ts reaction. The lowest cur
ve rep~eaents the time evolution of Tcz 
for s central col1ision. 

From Fig. 6 we get some information 
on the.impact parameter dependence of Tttz• 
We observe that the initial temperature 
T,n, (t 0 ) decreases with L , and that 

the decrease in time is stronger in more peripheral reactions. Hence, 
our model predicts an effective (time-averaged) temperature for the 
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preequilibrium stage which is larger in central collisions than in 
more peripheral ones. Note that i 0 also depends on L , i.e. for 
more peripheral collisions the neck opens at a later instant. _The 
slight increase of Tcz (shown only for L = 0 ~ since the L -depen
dence is rather weak) is due to further particle absorption in the cz. 

* Hence, Eel: decreases somewhat slower than the CZ-volume. 

4.3. The mean-velocity field 

The velocity distributi9n of ihe nucleons in the colliding sys
tem is not simply a superposition of the intrinsic Fermi motion that 
is characterized by two temperatures THZ' and Tcz with the motion 
of the mass centers of the nuclei as described by the classical tra
jectory. At any instant t < t' the mean nucleon v;elocity ·;; C~,-f:) 

along the instantaneous z-axis joining the mass centers changes smoo
thly from projectile- to target-like velocities. To illustrate this 
point we show in Fig. 7 the geometry of a 20Ne +165Ho, L = 0 ~. Elab= 
= 220 MeV system at t= l:; 0 + 10 fm/c. For simplicity, we shall consi-
der a cylindrical neck of radius r.,eck Ci:) determined from the tra-
jectory calculation in the following. In the lower part of Fig. 7 c.m. 
velocities < V;) at t: - oo , to of both nuclei are indicated 
(horizontal thin lines). The expected behaviour of VC'l)as schemati
cally shown in Fig. 7 should exhibit the following features: The two 
parts of the still uneffected by the collision CZ should be charac
terized by vC2)-values close to the initial velocities of the nuc
lei above the Coulomb barrier. 

. ., 

<V...,> 
t••
-t.•nlm,t 

I I I 'ii. I 11 /1-1,•"""' 

I I .r-+-++- ,~, t-t.•1>trnk 

·OJS t •. _ 

Fig. 7. The geometry of the 20Ne+165Ho, 
Elab=220 MeV, L= 0 !:i system at 

t: :. -t,. + 10 fm/ c (upper part). The lo
wer part shows the expected "realistic" 
(heavy dashed line) as well as the as
sumed (heavy full line) z-dependence 
of the mean-velocity field. For details, 
see text. 

In the (compressed) HZ-region, however, 
it should monotonically vary between 
thos.e values exhibiting a "quasistatio
nary point" in the neck region moving 
with Vfl-)=-r/2 • Note .that due to 
momentum conservation the mean veloci

ties in the outer regions are larger in absolute value than the velo
cities of the mass centers· <v,> defin~d by the trajectory. 

Since we consider particle emission only from the HZ, only some 
prescription for Vt?,¼) in that region is needed. For our first 
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applications we postulate: 
i) vo,,t:) = rct>12. in the neck region. 
ii) Except that region, v C ~ ,t > linearly changes between 

the mass-center velocities (v;>. 
iii) v Cl 1f:) becomes equal to (v;> at the z-coordinate of the 

intersection between the nuclear sphere and a sphere of ra
dius ~Iii!. ( t) , if this point lies in the inner hemisphere 
of the corresponding nucleus. 

iv) In the opposite case it becomes equal to (v;) at the z-coor
dinate of the mass center of the corresponding nucleus. 

The mean-velocity field in the HZ which would result from this 
prescription is also shown in Fig. 7. In the given case iii) con
cerns the Ho- and iv) the Ne-nucleus. The advantage of our simple 
dynamical definition of v (i! ,t) is that we have only used "fix 
points" which are well-defined in the model. Of course, one could 
try to introduce more involved parametrizations. 

Next we prove to what extent our prescription may work. With 
this aim we have performed a series of 1D-TDHF calculations (for de
tails, see / 4a/) for slab collisions and compared the time evolution 
of the calculated velocity field 

vc~,t>=-"'- ..!L"' a,, ]rn ["'*<z t) 'Jp,,(~,t)] 
f(l,t) m ~ 't'n I Qr 

( 13) 

with our approximation. Here <f,,, 1 a,, and ~{i!,t) denote the 
single-particle wave functions, the occupation numbers ( a., < -1 in 
the slab geometry), and the single-particle density, respectively. 
An illustrative example is shown in Pig. a. First we observe that the 
density front (DF) (defined arbitrarily as j('loF,t)=[5'0 +f('f.=O,t)]/2. 
moves with V~0.25c which is about the velocity of thermodynamic 
sound in the slab geometry /33/and which should be replaced by 0.2c 
in three dimensions. Second, starting from the situation st t =24 
fm/c ( °i:

0
,: ~ 4 fm :! R H°l. (to) ) our prescription yields a good agree

ment with the actual values of V(i?,t:}. Here case 1) does not apply 
since the neck region is not defined in the slab geometry. Since some 
over- ·and underestimations met at different t. can partially compen
sate each other in the time integral for any observable quantity, we 
conclude that our parameter-free prescription for vCc,-f:)' is area
sonable lowest-order approximation for the . time interval t. ~ t :S: 't' 
of interest. ' 

We describe the local velocity distributfon of the nucleons at 
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Fig. 8. Density (heavy full lines, left-
hand scale) and mean-velocity 

field (thin _dashed lines, right-hand sca
le) evolution in a A1 =A 1 = 2.0 fm-2, 
(E/A}Lab=16 MeV slab collision. Due ta 
symmetry only half of the system is shown. 
The thin line at t; =14 fm/c represents 
the unperturbed density of a static slab. 
The calculated mass center (M} end densi
ty front (DP) positions ere indicated by 
vertical arrows. The thin horizontal li
nes denote the calculated velocities of 
the mass center - VM • The heavy dashed 
lines represent the mean-velocity dis
tribution in the compressed region accord
ing to the parameter-free prescription 
quoted in the text. 

any point it "' Ci!. 1 it.) of the HZ by a generalized Fermi distri bu
tion 1441 : 

nHl:(v,t,'r;)-= [1 +exp~(';[v2.+ v 2('l.,t)]-1:.F 

. - "1 
~m V V(.i!,t) cose)/THi(t>j] , 

where v denotes the velocity of the nucleon considered and 
the angle between the directiono of ~ and the mean velocity 

V{i!,t)· ea ,·t) (' ea - unit vector along the instantaneous 
joining the centers of the nuclei). 

4.4. Particle emission from the HZ 

The cross section for neutron emission is calculated es: 

~ r J r .. r .. ... .J: .. -d lit 
OH'l:::: 2TT J bdb cit dA dv vs .. 'Hl(v,?::,t) e 

Hi: 

18 

(14) 

9 

axis 

(15) 

• ",:I, 

f ( ➔ )- 3 ·+ ) 
H ~ v , 2 , t - 'I- 7T v ,,3 n wi c v , t , 1: 

~ = (N,, + N,J o 
,, (A.,+ Ad ->o 

(16) 

( 17) 

An integration over the whole surface of the HZ et each instant is 
contained in (15). The z-coordinate of the surface element dA en
ters into f H't.. • Por emission from the HZ-surface region inside the 
nuclei the absorption factor is calculated as et the PEP-stage: for 
the remaining part of the surface it is simply unity. The exact nor
malization of (14) can only be calculated numerically et each t, ~. 
Therefore, for simplicity, we use the approximate normalization (16). 
For the largest THi!. a~d V Cl. 1t) values appearing in the reactions 
considered in this paper, the corresponding errors have been checked 
to be <20%. 

For a further simplification of the numerical expense, we con
sider particle emission to occur only perpendicular to the HZ-sur
face, i.e. we replace in (15): 

f c1v (rJA·V) ... ---1iaAf o1v v3 
••• (18) 

The emission from the three parts of the HZ belonging to tar
get, projectile, end neck is calculated in the corresponding instan
taneous rest systems end then transformed to the laboratory (c.m.) 
system as described ·in Sect. J. 

Por some qualitative discussion we return to the 20Ne +165Ho, 
Eleb= 220 MeV, L = O ~system.In Pig. 9 several calculated direc
tinns of neutrons being emitted with an energy.of 11 MeV relative to 
the corresponding pert of the nuclear surface ere shown (before tran
sformation). The dashed arrows illustrate some typical cases which 
we neglect according to (18). Time-integrated (from to to t ) dif
ferential c.m. neutron multiplicities ere shown in Fig. 10 for two 
different neutron energies. They exhibit pronounced, unphysical 
structures which can be shown to be exclusively related to our prag
matic simplifi~etions to.reduce the numerical expense, end by follo
wing the particles a.long classical trajectories: The peek arround 
e = 0° (A} is due to a strong focussing effect et the outer 

c.m. 
nuclear surfaces (cf. Pig. 9) •. Note that it is less pronounced for 
higher neutron energies. _The dip near ec.m. = 15° is due to "total 
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Pig.· 10. Double-differential c.m. neut-
20 165ron multiplicities for the 

Ne + Ho, Elab=220 MeV, L == 0 n sys-
tem for 11 and 25 V~V neutron energies 
(full lines). The appearing structures 
are discussed in the text. The angle
averaged results are also shown (da
shed lines). 

reflection" of particles (cf. trajecto- · 
ry Jin Pig. 9). A broader peak near 
6 m = 40° (C) corresponds to emis-c •• 
sion from the inner hemisphere of the 
Ne-nucleus. The sharp peak near e c .m. = 
= 80~ (D) is due to emission from the 
neck •. Here, the combination of the cy
lindrical geometry (instead of that of 
Pig. 1) and (18) produces a large spu
rious effect. The broad shoulder er
round 9 

0 
.m. = 1 J0° (C'} is the coun

terpart of,C, i.e. stems from backward emission of .the Ho-nucleus. 
The structures denoted, by B', A' have the same origin like_ B;A, res
pectively. However, since the c.m. velocity of the Ne-nucleus is 
large, the backward focussing is not seen at all at 25 MeV due to 
transformation effects. In addition, ~t most backward angles (18) 
introduces an artificially large shadow effect (E), as can be seen 
from Pig. 9. 

We emphasize that the differential multiplicities in the angu
lar region Care much larger than in C', although the backward-emit
ting surface of the Ho-nucleus is larger than .the fornard-emitting 
surface of the Ne-nucleus. This is basically connected with the int
roduction of V(~,t) in (14}: In the instantaneous rest system of 
tlE Ho-nucleus the mean velocity near the neck region (approaching 
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the Ho-nueleus with velocity r(~)/2 ) and the velocity of the emit
ted particles have opposite directions, hence coo 9 < 0 in (14) and 
backward emission is suppressed (C'). The situation for fornard emis
sion from the Ne-nucleus (C) is similar in this respect. However, due 
to the substantia_l transformation effect for that nucleus·, much smal
ler neutron energies (relative to the emitting surface) contribute to 
a given energy in the c.m. syetem:According to (14) the suppres
sion effect is, consequently, lees pronounced. Furthermore, since 
those neutrons escape with a higher probability, the peak denoted by 
C lies much above C' at-25 l~V (emission at the early stage - lar
gest transformation effect) and slightly above Ct in the 11 MeV case 
(emiesi_on at later instants - less pronounced transformation effect 
due to the decreased Ne-velocity). 

To get rid of these spurious structures we av~rage the calcu
lated angular distributions over a certain angle interval A & (in 
the present calculations we use AB= 60°) to obtain a monotonic be
haviour that is expected if using (15) without the approximation 
(18), and the geometry of Pig. 1~ To a certain extent this procedure 
may also simulate quantum mechanical distortion effects which should 
soften the classical-trajectory and classical-refraction descrip
tions used in our approach. 

5.Comparison with Experimental Data 

We now combine our PEP-model ( t < to ) with the HZ-model ( lo< 

t. < t") and compare the corresponding numerical results with recent 
experimental data. 

"~ 

l 
j 

Eio,;402Mzl/ 

··ii;'" ,~' 1)4\ ~ '\ ~fD) 

PiK:.....11• Double-differential neutron 
multiplicities in coincidence 

with"ER's from the 20Ne + 165Ho reaction 
at 220 and 402 MeV bombarding energies. 
The experimental points are from /20/. 
The thin full lines represent only the 
HZ-contributions. Adding the PEP-contri
butions for t: <-to yields the thin da
shed lines. The heavy full lines result 
if adding the evaporation part (the re
sults of the corresponding fits of /20/ 
have been used). The heavy dashed lines 
denote the total contributions if a fi
nite temperature is used in the PEP
stage (see text). 

Pig. 11. concerns neutron· emission 
from the 20Ne + 165Ho reaction at 11, 
and 20 MeV/A incident energy in coinci
dence with ER'e. At both energies we get 
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a good agreement with the data without fitting any parameter. F'ormal
ly,, at highest neutron energies and most forward angles the agreement 
can be further improved by using a.finite-temperature distribution 
at the PEP-stage. In the present case we have perfonned such a calcu-
lation for E

1
~b=402 MeV using T!EP = Ttf.(t.)/ 2 , i.e. temperatu-

res in the range J + 4 MeV. It is, however, hard to justify such 
large values since the temperature due to absorption is less than 
1 MeV for t < t-o • Rather the kink in the fozward-angle spectra is 
related to our approximation of a ·sudden change of the emission me
chanism at t::: to • In reality, there should· be a smooth transition, 
i.e. arround t:. "to both emission of unacattered (PEP) or scattered 
particles should occur, while at instants much before and after the 
mechanism could be close to our extreme pictures. 

It may be of interest to note that in our approach the relative 
weight of the HZ-contribution increases with bombarding energy, whe
reas both HZ- and PEP-contributions increase in absolute values. In 
the case illustrated in Pig. 11 the HZ-to-PEP multiplicity ratios 
are 6.1 at 11 MeV/A and 10.7 at 20 MeV/A. The absolute values are, 

· /20/ however, about twice larger than the values extracted in from 
moving-source fits. We get M.,: 0.85 (2.84) total preequilibrium mul
tiplicities compared to the fitted valuea-M,.=0.4 (1.5) at 11 (20) 
MeV/A. We relate this discrepancy to some overestimation of low
-energy neutron emission since the use of Fermi gas level densities 
is no more justified for instants close to 'i:' (when THZ has substan
tially decreased). 

Due to the lack of a two-body friction in our trajectory calcu
lations we presently cannot apply our model to incident energies much 
higher than 20 MeV/A. On the other hand, it is of interest to inves
tigate our model predictions at comparably iow energies since our 
arguments concerning the HZ seem to be more doubtful.in this case. 
In Pig. 12 we compare our calculations with inclusive double-diffe
rential neutron cross sections for the reaction 20Ne + 181 Ta at 9 
MeV/A bombarding energy (4.2 ~~VIA above the Coulomb barrier in the 
c.m. system). The agreement is still surprisingly good. 

Fig. 13 illustrates the projectile-mesa-number dependence of 
our model predictions at a fixed bombarding energy above the correa;.. 
ponding Coulomb barrier. We have chosen a comparably low energy since 
four data points are available in this case in the region of the most 
drastic increase of the calculated cross sections. The qualitative 
trends are the same at higher energies. We state that our results 
(PEP+ HZ) agree reaaonably'with the data points. The slight under
estimation for 12c, 20Ne projectiles (for the latter cf. also Fig.12) 
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is partially connected with some con
tamination of the experimental results 
from evaporational neutrons. The pre
sent two-stage model-predicts a stron
ger increase of the fast neutron cross 
section with the'maas number of the 
projectile than the full PEP_calcula
tiona which are also shown in F'ig. 13. 
Also the absolute values are much lar
ger except for very light projectiles, 

Fi~. Double-differential cross 
sections for inclusive neut-

ron emission from the 20rre + 181Ta, 
Elab = 180 MeV reaction /49/. The cur-
ves have the· aal!le meaning as in Fig.11. 

Due to certain difficulties arising even in our modification1391 of 
the Bertsch model for extremely asymmetric systems, we could not ex
tend the calculations down to 4He-projectilea. Note that the relative 
weight of HZ-emission is also an increasing function of the projec
tile mass (77.5% for 12c, 90.5% for 181Ta). 

\'le conclude that in our approach PEP-emission is favoured_ in 
very asymmetric systems and· at_ comparably low incident energies While 
in the opposite cases the HZ-emission dominates. , . . 
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energy (cf. Fig. 11). 

Fi&!....Ll• Projectile-mass dependence of the 
'inclusive cross sections for fast 

neutron emission (E,.> 12 UeV in the labo-
ratory system) for reactions with a 181 Ta 
target at bombarding energies of 4 MeV/A 
above the Coulomb barrier in the c.m. sys
tem. The predictions of our two~stage mo
del are compared to a few experimental 
points _taken from /49/ as well as to a 
full PEP calculations. 

Exceptions are the moat forward angles 
where the relative PEP-contributions aeem 
even to increase with increasing incident 

Pinally, we speculate about higher bombarding energies. If it 
is increased, the contact time during which our model dynamically 
describes something like a mid-rapidity, high-temperature ( Th ) 
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source certainly decrease$. Par more and more.impact parameters 
(starting from more peripheral collisions) it may become smaller than 
1:. Then, at scission, the smaller projectile is fully equilibrated 

while the target is not (the front has not yet reached the outer sur
face) but the temperatures in the HZ region of the target and in.the 
projectile (Tp) are the same and still quite large. Subsequently, 
the target equilibrates isolated from the projectile and consequently. 

its final temperature Tr is the smallest: TT< TP < Th • This is 
exactly the situation obtained in/5o/ with respect to inclusive pro
ton emission for the 12c + 58Ni reactio~. In / 5o/ values of TT/Tp/T,. 
of 4.2/5.5/7.7 MeV and 6.7/10.2/19.2 MeV have been fitted at 25 and 
84 MeV/A, respectively. 

6. ConcluJJ_i_on13_ 

Starting.from recent results of the VUU and ETDHP approaches 
and some experimental indications of the existence of a spatially 
localized, rapidly expanding HZ, we have proposed a parameter-free 
phenomenological two-stage model for fast nucleon emission combining 
PEP-emission at the early stage and emission from a highly anisotro
pic HZ at the later stage of the equilibration process. The agreement 
with data on neutron emission in coincidence wit.h ER's as well as 
with inclusive neutron data is remarkably good - even at lower inci
dent energies where our assumptions concerning the HZ-stage are less 

founded. 
We believe that our HZ-model can be viewed as a dynamical dee-

cription of the mid-rapidity high-tempe_rature source seen in VUU
calculations and used as a standard parametrization to analyze fast
-particle data since at t ~ to 

i) the HZ involves vcc,-t) -values ranging from projectile -
to target-like velocities above the Coulomb barrier (hence, 
the "effective" source velocity appears to be intermediate), 

ii) the HZ-temperatures are c;iose to the values obtained 
moving-source fits, and 

iii) the "effective" particle number in the HZ is roughly 
the mass number of the projectile (cf. Pigs. 7,9). 

Qualitative extrapolations to higher bombarding energies 
to a hierarchy of temperatures and velocities as obtained.in 
cent three-source parametrization. 

from 

twice 

lead 
a re-

We emphasize that in our model the excitation energy is initial
ly nearly equally shared by projectile and target as it has been 
observed in experiment / 511. In the subsequent eTolution the system 
smoothly approaches a deposition of the excitation energy proportio-
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nal to the mass numbers of the colliding nuclei. 
Our•assumptions on the time-evolution of the HZ are at beet 

lowest-order approximations and should be further improved, espe
cially if corresponding VUU- (or realistic ETDHP-) calculations 
would exhibit substantially different temperature- and velocity 
fields.· Pora further proof of the present model, more detailed in
formation from those approaches about the early stage of the colli
sion is h_ighly requested.Furthermore, a two-body friction term should 
be included in the trajectory calculations, although, at not too 
high energies, it may turn out to be not essential in the time inter
va 1 of interest ( t. < ?: ) • 

Part of the results contained in the present work has been ob
tained in 152I. A brief description of the basic ideas as well as 
some preliminary results have been published in / 53I. 
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